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 CEO MESSAGE
Our goal is to serve the customer, provide
reasonable prices for shipping operations,
and provide excellent service in the best

possible way.

MR. METEB AL HADBAA



About
Company

ASMAA AL-KHALIG (ASG) is a young and dynamic
organization Established in 2007 by a group of shipping

and freight forwarding professionals with a vision to
create global opportunities for its customers by providing

comprehensive logistics solutions. We analyze route,
payload and timescale in order to propose the most

suitable aircraft for your requirements. We offer part-
charters, backloads and other  commercially innovative

solutions for ad hoc, peak season and project cargo. We
can  provide pre-flight advice on packaging requirements,

customs, warehousing, and  supervise aircraft loading
and unloading. We can also coordinate arrangements for  

specialist equipment, including cranes and custom-built
loading structures.



One-stop destination for logistic solutions to our clients. The most
preferred third-party logistics solution provider having our own presence
globally. Understand the customer’s needs thereby provide reliable and
cost-effective logistic solution

ASMA ALKHALIG FOR TRANSPORTATION & LOGISTIC

OUR VISION & MISSION 



Asma Alkhalig for Transportation & Logistic

ASG- Is a Kuwaiti Registered Company, meets the
needs of Global Commerce by providing
Transportation & Logistics Services by Air, Sea &
Land to & from any part of the Globe. When the
best overseas shipping service is your
requirement then we are exactly what you need
as we reach out to provide our clients with the
best  Possible logistics solutions that are
exceptional not just domestically but globally as
well. Our team consists of the most proficient
international freight agents who are experienced
in the fields of International Freight Forwarding &
Custom Clearance our strength. 

Why choose us

Why
Choose

Us



AIR FREIGHT
We appreciate that air freight can be a

premium and costly service so we focus
on fast transits and regular

communication combined with the ability
to exploit cost saving opportunities for all

of our customers.

SEA FREIGHTS

 

CLEARANCE 

 

 OUR SERVICES 

LAND FREIGHT
The custom rules and process can be tedious

and time consuming if not handled
appropriately. More over the custom duty

rates & entry process differ from country to
country. Due to regular regularization in

custom & security.

We can offer the following Services.
Full truckload (FTL)
Less truckload (LTL)

Hazardous cargo
Refrigerated cargo

Cross-border trades (GCC)
Special features are Service to most of the GCC

locations, Reliable transit 
schedules

With as setup of contracts with major shipping
lines, ASG- has the edge of availing competitive

rates for full loading of full containers from any of
the worldwide ports ensuring we quickly adapt to
your capacity requirements enabling your supply

chain at optimal efficiency.

Asma Alkhalig for Transportation & Logistic



Asma Alkhalig for Transportation & Logistic OUR ACTIVITIES
Researching and planning the most appropriate route for a shipment
(taking account of the perishable or hazardous nature of the goods,
cost, transit time and security).
 Arranging appropriate packing (taking account of climate, terrain,
weight, nature of goods and cost) and delivery or warehousing of
goods 
Obtaining, checking and preparing documentation to meet customs
and insurance requirements, packing specifications, and compliance
with overseas countries’ regulations and fiscal regimes. 
Acting as consultant in customs matters 
Liaising with third parties to move goods (by road, rail, air or sea) in
accordance with customer requirements 
Arranging insurance and assisting the client in the event of a claim 
Arranging payment of freight and other charges, or collection of
payment on behalf of the client. 
Arranging air transport for urgent and high-value freight and
managing the risk door to door. 



Asma Alkhalig for Transportation & Logistic OUR ACTIVITIES
Offering consolidation services by air, sea and road – ensuring cost
effective and secure solutions to small shippers with insufficient cargo
to utilize their own dedicated units.
Working closely with customers, colleagues and third parties to
ensure smooth operations to deadlines Maintaining current
knowledge of relevant legislation, political situations and other factors
that could affect the movement of freight 
Arranging air transport for urgent and high-value freight and
managing the risk door to door. 
Arranging charters for large volume, out-of-gauge or project
movements by air and sea 
Acting as broker in customs negotiations worldwide to guide the
freight efficiently through complex procedures



ASG- Is a Kuwaiti Registered Company, meets the
needs of Global Commerce by providing Transportation
& Logistics Services by Air, Sea & Land to & from any
part of the Globe. When the best overseas shipping
service is your requirement then we are exactly what
you  need as we reach out to provide our clients with
the best possible logistics solutions that are exceptional
not just domestically but globally as well.

Company
Progress



ADDRESS
Office No. 10- Ground Floor Waha Mall, Dajij-Farwaniya, Kuwait

EMAIL

PHONE
+ 965 24311471
+96550499911
+96550499666

 

marina@asg-kw.com
logistics@asg-kw.com

bahaa@asg-kw.com

CONTACT
US


